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It may be possible, of course, by watching carefully and con-
tinually removing the thumb from his mouth with a firm "No,
no" each time, so to educate baby that he will abandon the
effort. But in very many cases this will not be sufficient, possibly
because mother cannot be always present, and therefore it is
too mild and uncertain a deterrent. It may be necessary to im-
press the restriction more emphatically on baby's consciousness,
This can be done in a very few lessons. If, in spite of verbal re-
proof, baby persists, a snap on his little thumb will cause him to
pull it out very promptly. This disciplinary measure once insti-
tuted must be repeated without fail in connection with every
offense, with the precaution of having his hands carefully pro-
tected when mother is not watching or when he is put away for
his sleeping time.
It will be but a very short time—perhaps twenty-four or
forty-eight hours—until baby will succumb to the inevitable
and give up the effort and forget it. The habit has been nipped
in the bud. If, however, baby has formed the habit and has long
indulged, it will take longer to break him of it. But even so, I
know of no better method. It may be necessary to use aluminum
thumb protectors or other deterrents1 in an obstinate case, but
there is great advantage in a method that will develop baby's
own inhibitory powers and make him desist from doing the thing
that he very much wants to do, even though his thumb or fingers,
as the case may be, are perfectly free and unprotected before
him and he could suck them if he wished, The knowledge of
certain discomfort following indulgence makes him choose dis-
cretion, and this exercises his power of self-control, which ex-
ercise is of infinite value to him in his character development and
the growing poise of his nervous system. Anything that can
be done to cause baby to exercise his own power of control-
to put his own check upon impulse, to apply his own brakes--
is of infinitely more value to him than simply the placing of
obstacles that would be impossible for him to remove even
though he most surely would if he could. Who hasn't seen the
child who has gleefully got the better of mother by pulling off
* Antifinger suckers in the form of thumb protectors or elbow stays can now
be bought in any infants' department.

